Abstract. This thesis studies on the international factoring financing business of Bank A Zhejiang Branch. It reviews the course of concentrated outbreak and responses of risks since 2012, and by taking the examples of two typical risk events, reveals the decision making process of risk control measures and the deficiencies existing in practice, which leads to the predicament of the business. Then it brings up the question of how to do a good job in the risk assessment of international factoring financing business. Based on the case content, this thesis, introduces the eight management elements in the COSO enterprise risk management framework as theoretical basis, analyzing the item identification and risk assessment on the international factoring business matters of Bank A. With the above overall analysis, this thesis proposes to improve risk assessment efficiency by using COSO enterprise management framework and asymmetric theory.
Introduction
As the highest degree of internationalization of the bank, Bank A has always been the first choice for export business bank. In recent years its international factoring business has also suffered a huge impact. In 2015 the end of June Bank A Zhejiang branch only exported non-performing rate of commercial invoice discounting business amounted to 2.47%, far higher than other trade financing product defective rate, which means that asset quality control situation is grim.
Case Analysis

COSO Enterprise Risk Management Framework
In September 2004, the United States COSO (National Committee of the false financial reporting Committee of the promoter of the Commission) proposed the "enterprise risk managementintegrated framework", in which the enterprise risk management is positioned as, a process in which the enterprise's board of directors, management and other staff participate, which can be used in enterprise strategy and enterprise various departments and the business activities, to confirm potential events that may affect the company and manage risk in the range of risk preference, thus to provide reasonable assurance for the realization of the target enterprise. The integration framework establish the analysis framework from the three dimensions including the target system, management elements and the main elements, the contents of which are shown in figure 2.1: The first dimension is the target system, including four objectives categories: (1) the strategic objectives, namely high-level goals associated with mission; (2) operation objectives, namely, efficient use of resources; (3) reporting objective, namely, to ensure the reliability of report; (4) compliance objectives, namely compliance to relevant laws and regulations.
The second dimension is the management elements, including eight interrelated elements, which originate from the mode of operation of the management authorities and integrate with the management process, including: (1) internal environment; (2) goal setting; (3) event identification; (4) risk assessment; (5) risk response; (6) control activities; (7): information and communication; (8) monitoring.
The third dimension is the main unit, including enterprise overall level, department level, business units and subsidiaries. Enterprise risk management applies to both the overall level of business activity. It can also be used in each business department, business process and the branch level business activities.
Combined with the case, chief executive department of international factoring financing business risk management of Bank A Zhejiang branch is the international settlement department, which is a Product Management Department to achieve business objectives, with reference to the COSO enterprise risk management integrated framework, this paper mainly from of two elements of event identification and risk rating assessment, carries out analysis on international factoring financing risk assessment work of Bank A Zhejiang branch.
Event Identification
Accurate understanding of the international factoring financing risk factors of the Zhejiang branch is the premise to do a good job in risk assessment of international factoring financing. For better recognition of risk issues, this section makes statistics and analysis of all 80 bad customer information in international factoring financing of Bank A Zhejiang branch since 2010, and using the basic theory of asymmetric information to identify and to sum up the risk factors of these bad customers.
Classified by the theory of asymmetric information and through the statistical analysis of bad reasons, this article sorts out a total of seven kinds of the customers credit risk factors and six kinds of business debt risk factors, respectively, replaced by A and B, and the various risk factors corresponding to t content of risk are briefly described, as shown in 
B1
Seller misappropriation due to the buyer failing to pay the payment according to the instructions of the return path
Refers to the buyer is not in accordance with the path of payment in the bank documents which the seller provides, and pay the payment to the seller's account in other bank, resulting in the misappropriation of the payment by the seller.
B2
Seller's misappropriation due to the buyer's collection period is shorter than the business term
Refers to after receiving goods the buyer pay the payment in time earlier than the seller's financing maturity date, resulting in misappropriation of payment by the seller.
B3
The buyer rejected or refused due to contract disputes Refers to the buyer and the Seller have contract dispute due to the quality of the goods, leading to the buyer reject the goods or refusal to pay money, which results in uncollectible receivables corresponding to the financing.
B4
Buyer's disability to pay
Refers to the buyer loses the ability to pay due to poor management, resulting in uncollectible receivables corresponding to the financing.
B5
The payment cannot be remitted or delayed payment due to the buyer's local political risk or other force majeure factors
Refers to the buyer's local area occurs political change, significant fluctuations in the economy, war or other force majeure, leading to devaluation, trade barriers and other unfavorable factor, resulting in the buyer fails to remit or extend the terms of payment to the seller, making the receivable corresponding to the financing unable to recover in time.
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B6
Inconsistency between seller's documents and the actual logistics information Refers to the seller client obtain financing through the replacement of documents or other means, which means that the actual logistics and document information is inconsistent, resulting in accounts receivable is diverted.
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From the international factoring financing risk classification of Bank A Zhejiang branch, risk factors of both customer credit level and business debt level showed a high concentration. The external guarantee risk has become the maximum credit risk factor that influence international factoring financing credit assets security, and accounts receivable corresponding to the financing being diverted becomes the maximum debt risk factor.
Risk Assessment
Analyzing the identified risk issues and understand how the potential issues influence achievement of the objective of enterprise, is the important basis to determine the risk response measures.in these case, Bank A Zhejiang branch assesses risk items of international factoring financing mainly rely on the experience of judgment. Although, through the subjective evaluation, it showed customer access and payment of accounts receivable is the main risk issues of international factoring financing, it is abstract to assess potential risk impact of each risk factor. This section make statistics of occurrence frequency of each issues according to time dimension to assess impact of each risk issues explicitly. Analyze from table 2.1 and figure 2.2, among the risk factors of customer credit level, A1( the external guarantee risk) occurs with high frequency up to 39 times and increases year by year. Since 2012, A1 has dominated the highest frequency of adverse factors, which means that external factors are the main source of business risk and also reflected the universality, continuity and complexity of guarantee chain risk in Zhejiang area in recent years, have a very serious impact on the real economy. In this case, the risk issues of Bank A involves lots of local guarantee enterprises.
A2(policy changes of financial institutions) occurred 17 times, with a high frequency from 2012 to 2014, which means that under the environment of increasing credit risk banks tend to tighten the risk preference and take the initiative to adjust the credit strategy of behavior more frequently, resulting to increase customer credit risk. A5( weakness of enterprise management) occurred 23 times, with the second most high frequency in 2012 and 2013. And it listed third in 2014 and 2015, mainly because of the slow transformation and upgrading of the extensive management mode of Zhejiang's private enterprises. Under the poor internal and external economic environment, main business mismanagement problems occur easily, resulting in the risk factors playing an important role for a long-term. A7 (periodical industry risk) occurred 11 times, particularly prominent in 2012 and 2015, reflecting the unsatisfying macroeconomic situation in the past two years. Especially in 2015, traditional labor-intensive low value-added industries represented by the textile and chemical fiber industry were severely affected, and large number of international factoring financing business customers in the textile and chemical fiber industry experienced bankrupt collapse. Analyzing from table 2.2 and figure 2.3, among the main business debt level risk factors, B1 (Seller misappropriation due to the buyer failing to pay the payment according to the instructions of the return path) occur with high frequency up to 50 times, becoming the most important adverse factors in debt level and with a sharply rising trend in annual frequency distribution. It shows that, on the one hand, increasing mobility is the first choice of the enterprises in the credit risk. Transfer and misappropriation of accounts receivable have natural power. And the single financing debt is more common. On the other hand, to the relationship between banks and enterprises, buyers and sellers have "natural alliance", in which foreign buyers may agree to choose the path of remittance out of contract or invoice at the request of sellers. However, domestic banks currently have no effective measures of monitoring. In this case, all sales of accounts receivable of Bank A Zhejiang branch were misappropriated in this risk event. B5 (The payment cannot be remitted or delayed payment due to the buyer's local political risk or other force majeure factors) occurred 14 times, with a rising trend from 2012 and a particularly high frequency in 2015, which reflected the increasingly complex external environment. The instability factors, brought by the changes in international political and economic situation, have an increasingly impact on company export, and increase the enterprise risk and the debt risks of international factoring financing business.
Conclusion
According to the evaluation of the risk factors, this paper considers that the international factoring financing business is credit business on the premise of the transfer of accounts receivable. Its first source of repayment is different between general credit business. The misappropriation of accounts receivable will directly leads to the lack of the first source of repayment of the debt for bank. Therefore, the risk factors of debt level are the main risk factors in the international factoring financing business of Bank A Zhejiang branch. According to the typical risk events and the operations of Bank A, the debt risk factors, such as the mismanagement of accounts receivable, lead to the outbreak of international factoring financing business risks and impede business development.
